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Anne Jensen make up is made with unique
created textures, modern colors to suit every need for a beautiful look.

All products are designed and created from scratch by Anne Jensen.
Part of the products are trendsetting textures based on new pigments
and new sustainable products.ingredients. The trend of the moment.

Street style
When street style meets design, things can happen.

People are unique and they deserve unique attention
attention, but at the same time, some of the greatest ideas come out of the blue,

and are often created because the person has special needs.
That people want to be unique is something we see every day around us

and in our lifestyles.
Picking up ideas from our surroundings and shaping them into a

cosmetic designer brand.
Anne Jensen

picks up the latest fashion colors and trends and mixes them with colors
from our everyday life, selections from the

the street, nature and the sea, giving us a beautiful palette of colors
to suit all skin tones.

Anne Jensen's cosmetics range is designed and created for women of all ages,
who want to pamper themselves.

with some amazing luxury make up products,
that match the trend of the time.

Sustainable
If we really want a sustainable line, then it's all about the

finest ingredients for the product.
The ingredients used in the manufacturing process are more pure,

and a high quality, high quality packaging that can be recycled,
which will preserve the texture and ingredients of the final make up product

in a fresh state.
Part of Anne Jensen's makeup range is manufactured according to ecocert.



The Illuminist
All over the face a light base with fresh light

Gives a fresh look
Perfect for contouring or to simply add a perfect light base

Velvet Satin Foundation
Long-lasting liquid foundation in a timelessly elegant bottle

This formula is uniquely customized to skin tone and never looks heavy,
Ideal for those seeking a long-lasting foundation.

Achieve a flawless, soft, matte finish with Liquid Foundation.
This foundation features innovative beautiful finishes,

which self-corrects signs of imperfection for a long-lasting, beautiful complexion.
Evens out skin tone

Special texture 16 hours long lasting
Buildable coverage: full coverage Perfume-free

A choice of 6 shades to suit skin tones from light to dark skin
All over the face, a light base with fresh light

Gives a fresh look
Perfect for contouring or simply adding a perfect base

Reflective pigments illuminate the complexion and reduce the appearance of
imperfections without emphasizing lines

Photo Finish Melting Powder
Reflective pigments brighten the complexion and reduce the appearance of

imperfections without highlighting lines
Blends perfectly into your foundation for a naturally different skin look

Couture Glow Bronzer
Glow all over the eyes, controls and face.

Gives a fresh dewy look
Perfect for contouring or adding light and color to the face





We Blush
The iconic blush duo from Anne Jensen blush color for glamour makeup with style.

The essential step to highlight the face lightly,
texturize the face or create a healthy glow effect

Couture Terracotta Blush
A subtle blend of matte, rosy and radiant pigments, combined with

freshness and glow with endless infinite radiance

Multi Blush
A subtle blend of gold pigmented, rosy and radiant colors,

combined with
mixed bright colors, freshness and light - illuminates the cheeks with

beautiful radiance

.
Rose Blush

The iconic blush duo from Anne Jensen blush color for glamour makeup with style.
The essential step to highlight the face lightly,

texturize the face or create a healthy glow effect





Couture Eyeliner
An intense compact cream to powder eye liner that defines the eyes

with a matte sheen for a sophisticated radiance.
This expert and ultra-precise cream-to-powder eyeliner results

in a highly pigmented unique texture.
It allows you to create just the look you want, from a

full to a slender line, in a sheer and extra-colored black.

Flower Eyeshadow.
Intense Sparkling Eyeshadow palette

The sharp sense of color in these unique shadows with bold,
elegant and modern combinations, blending nudes with intense tones
intense tones, where the matte density plays alongside a sparkling veil.

With golden pearls, it will brighten up the eyes for a beautiful look.
You can create any kind of look you want is only a question

of how you want to wear the eyeshadows
With golden pigment, it will shine up the eyes and give a beautiful look.

Swing Time Mascara
A combination of highly pigmented fiber form.

Easily customizable noir intense
color provides

Easy application
Perfume free Mega volume and longevity

Glam Rock
Each harmony is a unique composition, a world to explore.

Brow Love
A brand new texture developed to provide even more

greater comfort.





Lip Pout

Lip Ink  Gloss

Lip Lisious

Reflection glossy is a fusion of five complementary,
complexion-refining shades that together create a natural,

unified, enhanced finish.
Upon application, imperfections are diminished and lips are

are more even and fresh in nature with a lasting, luminous finish.

Irresistible gloss that is ultra shiny and moisturizing.
In trendy beautiful colors

Thanks to its smooth, melting and ultra light texture,
which transforms into a beautiful lip contour.
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